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As a major matter in ruled by law countries, legislation is not only relating 
to the process of the country's law development, but also closely linked with the 
democratic rights of citizens. Local legislation is an important part of the 
legislative system, and occupies an important position in the development of the 
rule of law. In order to in line with modern legislative system’s pursuit of 
legitimacy, democratic and scientific, local legislation should truly reflected 
public opinion. However, there are many defects in the democratic practice of 
local legislation, the reason including the ambiguity of the law as well as the 
unreasonable legislative system. The legislation which based on representative 
democracy has not fully meet the requirements of the democratization of local 
legislation, therefore, it is necessary to proceed from a new idea to promote the 
process of democratization of local legislation. Through process of consultation 
and consideration, deliberative democracy can give greater legitimacy to local 
legislation, and then provides a new perspective for democratization of local 
legislation.  
In the late 20th century, the theory of deliberative democracy revival in the 
West, representing the latest trends in Western democracies. “Deliberative 
Democracy” is first completed in the paper of “Deliberative Democracy: the 
majority principles of republican government” in 1980, which wrote by Joseph 
M. Bessette. After that, western scholars research the theory of deliberative 
democracy from multi-dimensional perspective. Meanwhile, the deliberative 
democracy theory has beyond the theoretical research, and gradually contact 
with the political practice, mainly in Professor Fishkin’s idea of “deliberative 
poll”. In recent years, Chinese scholars begin to focus on deliberative 














emphasizes all of the decisions of democratic institutions must be drawn from 
fully equal dialogue between the main body. During the consultations, the views 
of each subject will be fully respected, and the final conclusion is based on 
public reason and the conversion of preference, and finally enhances the 
legitimacy of political decision-making. Among the legislative process, the 
legislative decision-making which through full consultation and dialogue can 
better accommodate the interest of related subjects, and this not only reflects 
the justice of legislation, but also can promote the quality of legislation. 
Although the theory of deliberative democracy suffered a lot of questions, but 
we cannot ignore it contribution for the legitimacy of public decision-making, 
and should also notice that the deliberative democracy is constantly improving 
their own theories in the basis of criticism and reflection.  
Besides the introduction and conclusion, the main body of this thesis is 
divided into three parts. The first chapter elaborates the general theory of the 
democratization of local legislation and deliberative democracy. It introduces 
the concept of democratization of local legislation and deliberative democracy, 
and analyzes necessity and feasibility of the use of deliberative democracy in 
the local legislation. The second chapter discusses deliberative designs of the 
local legislation on the basis of democratic theory. The deliberative designs 
include information disclosure, the local legislative hearings and deliberative 
polling. The third chapter analysis of the plight of deliberative democracy, 
discussed the reflections of the theory of deliberative democracy by deliberative 
democracy supporters and external criticism of deliberative democracy, and 
looking forward the prospect of deliberative democracy of local legislation. 
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